BOYS' BASKETBALL
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Peter Schoomaker
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Eli Ringel
UNSUNG HERO
Chris Kenny, Brian Tucker, Robert Pike
LETTER WINNERS
Alex Russey, Patrick Sheets, Bryce Tomberlin
ALL SPC
Eli Ringel

BOYS' SOCCER
CAPTAINS
Cameron Leitch, Tyler Wagner, Sam Vinson
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Tyler Wagner, Dave Burkett
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Cameron Lokey, Tyler Roberts
NEWCOMER OF THE YEAR
Kenner Kizer
HEART AND SOUL AWARD
Austin Clinkscales, Austin MacLaughlin, Kent Preston, Sam Vinson, Cameron Leitch
LETTER WINNERS
ALL SPC
Cameron Leitch

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
CAPTAINS
Casey Senter, Simone Otenaike, Katie Teichelman
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Alicia Brown
BEST DEFENSIVE
Margaret Baird
BEST OFFENSIVE
Katie Teichelman
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Katie Teichelman
COACHES AWARD
Casey Senter, Amber Finley, Margaret Baird
BEST REBOUNDER
Claudia Stubbe
LETTER WINNERS
Courtney Senter
ALL SPC
Katie Teichelman

GIRLS' SOCCER
CAPTAINS
Gabby Decoster, Caitlin Carter, Maddie McCluer
MOST IMPROVED PLAYER
Christal Strong, Mia Wiegand, Amy Watson, Kelsey Horter, Bethany Suba
BEST DEFENSIVE
Lauren Douglass, Kelley Clark
BEST OFFENSIVE
Caitlin Carter
COACHES AWARD
Gabby Decoster, Caroline Brownlie
MOST VALUABLE PLAYER
Caitlin Carter, Maddie McCluer
LETTER WINNERS
Kelsey Horter, Lizzy McNamara, Lauren Roberge, Sarah Rubin, Bethany Suba, Amy Watson, Mia Wiegand
ALL SPC
Caitlin Carter, Maddie McCluer, Lauren Douglass
ALL NORTH ZONE
Kelsey Lawler, Natalie Gamez